POSITIVE INCIDENCE

NO: 13 20th May 2014

A monthly Newsletter to club members of the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club
From Paul Mitchell : President

I thought the last edition might be the last one that we send out as an email, but what with
preparations for the RFDS Air-show…the Web Site seems to have taken a rear seat for another month.
However once the Air-show is done and dusted, Nick Parson and I will get it operational.
I’ll be able to do a big coverage of the Air-show in the next Newsletter, and if anyone has their
camera with them on the 25th please send any good photos to me and I’ll incorporate some in the writeup….(I suspect that I’ll be a bit busy on the day to be taking photos ..!)
The working bee on the 17th achieved all we intended to do, and it was good to see the quality of
models and pilot skills lined up for the big day. It should be a terrific day, but if anyone has a hot line to the
‘big weather-man in the sky’….please ask him for blue skies with light southerly winds…thanks.
This coming Saturday afternoon (24th) we are having the final working bee to get things ready for the
big day on Sunday. There will be a sausage sizzle at 12.30 and the working bee after that…followed by tea
at the Victoria Hotel in Strath for those who can make it.
Can we have all club members wearing their new club shirts and hats on the 25th please – we will
also all be wearing a recognition bib of some sort or other…so finding each other shouldn’t be too hard!
This will be a short Newsletter…but next months should be a bumper….and ‘ON LINE’.
NEW MEMBERS
I’m still looking for a photo of our new associate member John Mukalt…welcome John…photo next time!

Chris Winzer has been a member for some time now, but I
thought it would be good to include this photo of him with his
Tiger Moth at the field….just so those who haven’t met him yet
will know what he looks like.

Thanks to Bill Kent for the photo.
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Here’s a photo from the slide show of my Dad’s planes that I presented after the May meeting

It was a promotional photo taken
for the movie The Sound Barrier
Dad’s plane is suspended in front
of the Bristol Bulldog.
It was a quarter scale free flight
model of the channel crossing
Bleriot monoplane. It was powered
with 10cc French Micron spark
ignition engine (zoom in!)
The trick is to name as many
famous British actors of the 1950’s
as you can.

RFDS AIR SHOW - 25th May 2014
I am confident that given good weather, the 25th will be a terrific success, but I want to make the point that
without the club’s enthusiasm and work in many and various areas, we would not have got to this point.
If the definition of “work” is the number of emails produced in a single week….then Nick Braithwaite has
definitely done his share!
Nick’s tireless attention to detail, his non-stop input, suggestions and problem solving have been the driving
force of this project, and his quiet, personal advise have been invaluable to me at certain times during the
run-up to the event. If anyone made this happen…. it was him!
Obviously many others have put in a big effort too…..never once did I get a negative response.
To every one of you I say a heart-felt “Thank You”…….. you are the reason it will be a success.
Job List for the 24th working bee:
• Check the front entry gravel for compactness (drive in and reverse a few times!)
• Erect the Marquees – the big club one and two smaller ones.
• Add the bunting to the fences and place witched hats next to control-line area
• Wrap the starter benches with bunting
• Add bunting down the middle of the covered work benches in the pits
• Mark out the parking – for the pilot’s vehicles and general centerlines elsewhere
• Put out witches hats as required
• Remove the electric started bench
• Erect bunting Maypole out at the road and install RFDS sign on fence
• Install fire extinguishers and first aid box (in club house for security)
• Remove all chairs from the pits area, broom clean and rake gravel
• Install started restraints with rubber sleeves in the started boxes
• Install RC simulators in container and then store at rear ready for next day
• Check and trial walky-talky system.
• Install flight-line marker sheets on fence at either end on field
• Establish location of transmitter pound (trailer with carpet?)
• Erect signage on fences, toilets, parking markers, benches, RC simulator etc
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•
•
•

Erect chalk board for RFDS sausage sizzle area
Check water, power gas supplies.
Anything else we can think of on the day!!

Job List for before the Show on the 25th
• PA testing….Paul
• Temporary transmitter pond into place……Bob
• Toilets location and signs……Nick and Graham
• Food Vans location and power supply………Nick and Graham
• Face painting lady location….Nick
• RFDS Simulator location and power…….Nick and Graham
• Witches hats and signs from entry to car park………Mauro
• Pilot’s vehicles backed into place and roped off………Bob
Rotational Jobs and Team Leaders:
• Parking Marshals……….Mauro
• Crowd Control….this is effectively your ‘rest’ period!….Sean
• Raffle Sales…..Stokie
Full-Time jobs
• PA ……Paul
• Control Center…….Nick
• RFDS / Power / BBQ ………Graham
• Safety Ofiicer and ready box marshall……..Andrew G and assistants
• RC Simulator……..Phil and assistants
The rotational jobs are for all attending club members not actually participating in the flying
schedule or doing other official jobs. If can’t be there on the day….or you are not physically up to it…..let
me know…it’s not a problem.
Each of the three rotational jobs will be run by the Team Leader who will have a walky-talky and be
in touch with Nick at the Control Center. We’ll divide up into three groups and rotate to the next job
location when Nick gives the word every half hour or so. In this way you’ll all get to see the flying display
as much as possible.
After lunch on Saturday, I will run through the day’s procedure and we can fine-tune how the rotational jobs
will be operated.
I’ll have simplified printed copies of the rotational job locations and team leader names etc for
everyone to keep in their back pocket, and we will always be in touch with each other via the team leaders’
walky-talkies.
Once this is all over…I’ll show you how I managed to get the cast of BEN HUR together…☺
See you all there on the weekend – wear you new shirts and hats on Sunday please.

MEMBERS’ PROJECTS

Brian Lockett’s Canover.
Brian achieved 2nd place in scale at the Barossa Electric competition he
entered recently.
He also placed 3rd in Radian and 8th in F5J
Well done Brian.
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Mauro’s PC9.
Mauro tells me that……
“My current project is the Phoenix Top Models PC9 which I am converting to electric to give a
more realistic turbo sound to the plane. I have also included some specs which you might include
in the next newsletter if you feel so inclined and are looking for articles.”

Model details:
Manufactured by Phoenix Top Model
www.phoenixmodel.com
Wingspan : 1730mm
Length
: 1580mm
Weight
: 4400g – 4700g
Radio
: 6 channel – 7 servo
Engine
: .61 - .91 two stroke or 15cc petrol

If it flies anything like the other PC9’s we have seen at the club…it should be a beauty.
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Nick Braithwaite’s Hurricane……….from an earlier period.
At the last club meeting I projected some shots that Nick brought along of his early models. Here is one of
those models in it’s full glorious, weathered detail…..even the background fields seem to be just right for a
RAF satellite airfield somewhere in Kent around 1940.

My Gloster Gamecock
The 6 inch William Brothers wheels have arrived and they certainly give her the right period boots eh!
In the photo below I have roughly pinned dummy stringers in place to show the volume of the fuselage. I’ll
space them out properly and file the recesses into the formers in the correct places. The short, stubby and
somewhat ‘rotund’ lines are becoming evident.
If you look closely you will see the wing section chord line drawn on the cabane rib….it is set at zero
incidence, so the Clark Y section has it’s flat lower face set very slightly negative.
The vertical slot in the rear tail group box structure is for the variable incidence tail plane adjustment.

The jig is keeping everything
in line while I position the
various parts and mark the
formers for slotting and final
assemble. The stringers here
are not the final ones - they
are just for location marking.
I’m going to remove the jig
and rear structure while I
finish the cockpit details and
install all the equipment – it’s
much easier to do that fiddly
stuff without having the rear
part of the fuselage ‘dangling’
precariously out the back end
…less ‘hanger rash’.
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The dummy nine cylinder Bristol Jupiter motor
is coming along slowly – the pushrods and
rocker gear yet to be done…..4 valves per head!
…a job for quiet winter evenings. If anybody
knows what the valve clearance should be set
at…could they please contact me ☺
The sleeves over the undercarriage legs are
made from litho plate – they slide one inside the
other – pity to cover up the springs…but that’s
scale modeling for you!
The spinner is fiberglass on a spun aluminium
back-plate…full size props of that era had
widened bosses built as part of the prop hub,
and the rounded front spinner bit was an
aluminium cover over the prop nuts. The
exposed retaining nut at the front will eventually
hold a dummy Huck’s Starter dog.
The dummy exhaust collection ring at the front
is made from an aluminium rice cooker (Pat still
isn’t talking to me!) and the pipes are made
from plastic drawer pulls. They will all have to
be painted rust brown or some such to give the
right effect. The whole dummy motor comes off as a single unit…like a cowl, and weighs a bit more than
the DLA 56, which is inverted in there somewhere. The planned all up weight of the model is 9 kg…which
gives a wing-loading of 20 ounces per square foot. (As a comparison, my Wittman Bonzo was nearly twice
that loading!)

Right: The steering/sprung tail-skid ready to fix to the lower tail post. It
will be separately controlled from the rudder servo via a second set of
pull/pull wires with spring servo-savers.
Tail skids tend to pull you up in a hurry and usually help keep the tail
straight on take off….well that’s the theory anyhow.
In reality, I can see myself doing a lot of walking…or a lot of fancy
throttle, elevator and rudder work in the ground to get her pointed in the
right direction!
Hopefully the tail won’t be on the ground for long periods!
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PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION
Here’s last month’s photo showing my PB2 Old Timer in close proximity with a friendly kite…..

My contribution was….

“Hey….You go left and I’ll go right……er……no, wait a bit……er.”

And I received these two as well……..
The first one has a slightly ‘confrontational’ theme….

“rat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat”
And this one is more in the ‘culinary’ area…..

Hawk says - "You may look like a bird, and fly like a bird, but I bet you can't catch
your own lunch!"
This month’s photo was
taken by Mauro – showing
a rather interesting cloud
formation….or something
big has just happened over
the hill?
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‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ …….of flying at the field
This month’s photos were taken by Mauro at the field recently….thanks Mauro

Sean’s Taylorcraft on final approach.

Mauro’s DC3 sporting invasion stripes and nose art.

Sean’s Stinson in full sunlight……..
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…….and Matt’s T28 against a cloudy sky.

Doesn’t that ‘moody’ sky give Matt’s new electric Pulse a great background?

Matt with his stable of Pulses.
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Cub’s look good from any angle don’t they……..

MAY GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting will be held as usual at the Great Eastern Hotel in Littlehampton. on the 27th May..
Get there at 6.00 for a meal…we start the meeting at 7.00.
I’m still deciding whether to have a guest speaker or just a general club natter about the RFDS day and
forthcoming AGM and possible club dinner at the Green Man at Ashbourne again soon.
Which has just reminded me……Phil Crawley told us all a while ago that he is not intending to stand for
club secretary this coming financial year. The AGM will be on us soon, and it would be good to have
someone waiting in the wings to take over. The job is mainly recording the club meeting minutes and
sending out emails to the members as required. If anyone is willing to take on the role, could they please
contact me, it will be one less thing to worry about. Having said that…it is still an open vote on the day, and
anyone can nominate. You only get out of a club what you are prepared to put in.
There’s no such thing as gravity….it’s just that the ground sucks!
Cheers
Paul
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